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Nailed plywood gusset connections
are widely used in Canada and other
countries for lightweight lumber
frames and roof trusses. These frames
and trusses are popular in residential
and farm buildings because of econ
omy and simplicity of construction
with common hand tools. For this
purpose a relatively standard com
bination of frame and gusset sizes is
Vfc-inch exterior grade Douglas Fir
plywood gussets applied to both sides
of 15/8-inch lumber frames. Stand
ard roof truss designs by the Canada
Farm Building Plan Service also use
this connection system, assembled
with special hardened steel nails now
manufactured in Canada and distrib
uted through a chain of retail lumber
yards and several hardware distribu
tors.

When calculating stresses for the
design of bolted or riveted gusset con
nections it is customary to consider
the section area of gussets and mem
bers to be reduced at least equivalent
to the projected area of the connec
tors. Nailed connections in wood
however are usually not pre-drilled
or pre-punched as are bolted or rivet
ed connections. Therefore with nail
ed wood connections, the designer
customarily assumes that the nails
part the wood fibers on penetration,
and that the member (gusset or
frame) remains as strong as before
nailing. With large nails such as the
Truss Gusset Nail (0.19-inch major
diameter) used in the Canada Farm
Building Plan Service trusses, this
assumption may not be justifiable.
The purpose of this study was to de
termine the effect of large-diameter
spiral shank nails on the tensile
strength of plywood gussets. The
tests were designed to simulate load
ing of the connected lower chord of
a typical farm roof truss, where the
stresses result mainly from tension
forces, and are not complicated by
bending or shear.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

The German building code, DIN
1052 (4), contains specifications for
minimum end, edge, and nail-to-nail
spacings, all expressed in nail dia
meters. Egner (5) commented on the
nail spacings specified by DIN 1052,
indicating that in general they were
adequate for wood having widely
spaced growth rings, but that these
spacings resulted in excessive splitting
in dry wood and wood having narrow
growth rings (dense wood). Turnbull
(9) found that nails with a square-
spiral shank produced less splitting in
spruce lumber than smooth-shank
nails 2 gauge sizes smaller. Stern (8)
found, and Turnbull (10) confirmed
that spiral-shank nails, when harden
ed by heat treatment, would hold
greater lateral loads than smooth-
shank nails of equivalent diameter,
especially at joint yields approaching
failure where the spiral shank form
of the bent nails apparently holds the
wood members together better than
smooth nails.

Effects of nailing wet and testing
dry specimens, and effects of mois
ture cycling of specimens before load
testing, have been noted by Gilbert-
son (6) and by Mack (7). The
strength and stiffness reductions due
to changing moisture (drying) before
testing are mainly caused by shrink
age of the wood parts in thickness.
Since the steel nails connecting the
wood parts do not similarly change
dimension, a separation or gap ap
pears between the wood faces, there
by removing any possible benefit
from wood-to-wood friction.

CSA 086 (3) indicates working
stresses for the various grades of fir
plywood. Plywood Design Funda
mentals (2) indicates how to use de
sign stresses, and the nominal design
thicknesses of the various plies of the
plywood. However, no literature was
found to indicate plywood tension
strength reductions due to nail per
forations.

PROCEDURE
In Canada, typical yard lumber is

sold and used in a moist (unseason
ed) condition, nailed in this moist
condition, and dried in service after
the structure is roofed and closed.
This practice does not achieve the
best possible joint strength, but it is
the common practice; therefore, in
Canada, lumber connections should
be designed on this basis. For this
reason, and to conform to previous
testing procedure (9), plywood and
frame parts for this experiment were
preconditioned to approximately 28
percent moisture content, nailed, re
conditioned to approximately 12.6
percent and then tested. This pro
cedure does not comply with ASTM
D 1761 (1) which specifies that lum
ber parts should be preconditionedto
approximately 12 percent moisture
(dry basis) before connecting.

Figure 1 shows details of the test
specimens. A long, slender multiple-
nail joint was designed to force fail
ure to occur at a section where the
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Figure 1. Details of plywood tension
joint test specimens.
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tension in the plywood gussets could
be determined (that is, immediately
adjacent to the butt ends of the
spruce center members). This was
not entirely successful, and results
from two specimens had to be dis
carded because of premature failure
elsewhere.

Nail spacings were based generally
on DIN 1052 (4) except at the sec
tions which were intended to fail. At
these critical sections, nails were pro
gressively crowded in a line perpen
dicular to the plywood face grain,
in order to assess the plywood
strength reduction due to nailing.

At the critical sections, A or B, from
1 to 5 nails were driven through each
three-member joint, making 5 treat
ments, each replicated ten times. All
critical sections except the one-nail
treatment had nails driven from both
sides; all nails were nominal 2V2-inch
and therefore were loaded in double
shear.

All nails used were Truss Gusset
nails made by the Steel Company of
Canada Ltd. These nails are dupli
cates of the "6-gauge x 2V2-inch,
medium hard" type of spiral nail
tested by Turnbull (10), except that
the nail manufacturer's length speci
fication has been changed from 2.5
inches plus or minus 1/16-inch, to 2.5
inches minus zero plus Vfe-inch. This

slight change ensures a nail of suf
ficient length to completely penetrate
the back gusset (see Figure 1), an aid
to positioning nails driven in a second
operation from the other side.

Nails were hammer-driven under
conditions as close as possible to those
applying to the on-site fabrication of
trusses with semi-skilled labour. Ply
wood surface veneers were marked
with the hammer as each nail head
was driven flush, since this type of
damage could be expected with rough
carpentry.

After conditioning, specimens were
pulled to failure at a machine cross-
head speed of 0.05 inches per minute.

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows typical modes of
failure at (a) 2-nail and (b) 3-nail
sections. Note the meandering frac
tures which crossed the nail holes but
proceeded unpredictably elsewhere.
This characteristic of wood failure
probably accounts for a large part of
the wide variation in results within
each treatment group.

To show the effect of nailing on
plywood strength, figure 4 was pre
pared, with number of nails N
through the critical section on the
horizontal scale, and ultimate ply
wood tensile stress f on the vertical.
Ultimate plywood stress was calcu
lated by the following:

f 1

Figure 2. Tension joint specimen mounted
for testing in a hydraulic testing machine.
Note the pair of dial indicators for measur
ing joint yield.

where P = ultimate test load, lb.

Ap= total effective area =
(no. of tension plies) x
(thickness of plies, in.)
x (width of specimen,
in.)

= 6 x 0.1 x 3.5 — 2.1 in.2
(see Figure 1).

Note that in formula 1 no allow
ance was made for the effective dia
meter De of the nails (which was to
be determined), or the number of
nails N driven through the critical
section. In other words, De was first
assumed to be zero. An expression of
the linear regression of calculated
plywood stress on no. of nails, in the
familiar form, (Y = mX + b) gave
the following equation:

f = -203.3N + 7366 2

where N = no. of nails through
section

—203.3 = slope m, psi per nail
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7366 = Y — intercept b, psi.

As an indication of the confidence
in the results, one standard deviation
of the plywood stress was 1031 psi.
The correlation coefficient r was
—0.28, indicating that other undeter
mined factors (such as characteristics
of the plywood) had a much larger
effect than the number of nails.

DETERMINATION OF NAIL
EFFECTIVE DIAMETER De

One implication of equation 2, is
that a zero-nail joint (if such were
possible) could be predicted to fail
at 7366 psi, the extrapolated value of
f at N = 0. This value for ultimate
plywood stress (later referred to as
f0), divided by the corresponding safe
working stress for similar plywood as
tabled in CSA 086(3) would give the
factor of safety applicable if the tab
ulated safe working stress were used
for design of the joint.

Equation 2 can be used to predict
the apparent failure stress f for any
number of nails up to N = 5, where
f5 = 6350 psi. To calculate back from
this predicted fs to the corresponding
test load, equation 1 was re-written
thus;

P = fA, 1(a)

so that P5 — f5Ap — (6350) (2.1)
= 13,335 lb.

However, another way of looking
at the nail effect is that each nail
through the double section of ply
wood removes or destroys an area of
plywood equal to the effective thick
ness of the plywood plies (0.3 + 0.3
= 0.6 in., from Figure 1) times the

Figure 3. (a) Typical plywood tension failure
at a 2-nail section (N =»» 2).

Figure 3. (b) Typical plywood tension failure
at a 3-nail section (N = 3).
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nail effective diameter, De. Thus
the undamaged remainder of the ply
wood area (the 'net effective area'
Ae) is;

Ae -. Ap — 0.6 NDe 2

At N = 5, equation 2 gives

A€5 _ 2.1 — 0.6(5) De
— 2.1 — 3 D« 2(a)

If it is now assumed that the de
crease in failure load with increased
nail lumber is due to a change in net
effective plywood area Ae at a con
stant plywood ultimate stress, equa
tion 1 can be re-written and expand
ed by equation 2, to be used to solve
for the nail effective diameter De,
as follows:

A - P. .
f

to

1(b)

Now from 1(a) and 2(a) this be
comes;

2.1 — 3De — 13,335

7,366
From which De — 0.097 inch.

The value of De computed above
can be rounded off to 0.1 inch for
practical purposes. This value could
have been calculated at any nail num
ber other than N = 0.

This effective diameter De is con
siderably less than the effective dia
meter (0.181 inches) used previously

9000
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Figure 4. Ultimate plywood tensile stress
versus number of nails through critical
section.

by Turnbull (10) as an indication of
projected nail area in relation to the
lateral load capacity of the Truss
Gusset nail. In other words, the
strength-reducing effect of the spiral
nail on plywood in tension should not
be disregarded in design, but its
damage effect is considerably less
than that of a hole drilled through
plywood at a diameter representative
of the nail lateral projected area
(0.181 inches)

SUMMARY

1. Six-gauge x 2V^-inch square-
spiral nails, when driven through
half-inch fir plywood gussets both
sides of 15/8-inch lumber, reduced
the tensile strength of the plywood
gussets.

2. The linear regression of plywood
strength f (psi) on no. of nails N
through a 3^-inch wide section was
f _ -203.3 N + 7366. The correla
tion coefficient r was —0.28.

3. Based on the linear regression of
f on N, a value for the effective nail
diameter De was calculated. This ef
fective diameter was 0.1 inch, repre
senting the amount of plywood gusset
width to be deducted in design of
tension joints, to allow for each nail
penetrating the critical plywood sec
tion. Expressed as a section area, the
deduction per nail should be 0.1 inch
times the total thickness (in inches)
of the plywood plies having grain
running parallel to the tension stress.
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